To step or not to step: an approach to clinically diagnosed polyps with no initial pathologic finding.
We determined whether there were additional diagnostic findings in additional level sections performed on polyps with no pathologic diagnosis (NPD) or those in which only lymphoid aggregates (LAs) were seen initially and determined the level at which findings were identified. All colorectal biopsy specimens submitted with a clinical diagnosis of polyp during a 6-month period were included (N = 733). Initially, 3 level sections were cut for each polyp, and if a cause for the polyp was found, no additional levels were evaluated. If LAs or no cause for the polyp was found, 5 additional levels through each block were examined. Any diagnostic findings and the level at which they were identified were recorded. A discrete cause for the polyp was identified in routine levels in 574 cases (78.3%). Deeper levels were performed in 159: 23 for clarification of a suspected diagnosis, 38 for LAs, and 98 for NPD. Findings were identified in 31 (22.8%) of 136 stepped for LA or NPD with neoplastic findings in 13 (9.6%). Most diagnoses were identified in levels 4 or 5, but tubular adenomas were found in levels 7 and 8. These results support level sectioning specimens submitted as polyps with NPD or LAs on initial sections.